SOME OBSERVATTONS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF
WEATHERING FORMS . IN THE MILLSTONE GRIT
OF THE BURBAGE BASIN, SOUTH ERN PENNINES
Mo hammad Sa id

ABSTRACT
Weathering pits are formed when lurge qL :l i l iz pebldes are removed
from the surfaces of the grit block s or l or tops. T he cavities so produced are enlarged by solution. frost action and organi c growth and
decay. They were probably initiated in the Last Interglacial. Their
development was interrupted by the onset oj cold conditions in the
Last" Glacial. During this time.. cracks were produced in som e of the
pits due to freeze-thaw action. They are currently developing on the
surface ofblocks.but are relict f eatures when they occur on their sides.
Honey comb' weathering develops on the sloping surfaces of the

grit fr ee f aces, tor plinths and blocks, where an iron deficient zone
exists beneath a hard, iron-rich rock crust. The removal of quartz
pebbles destroys the hard crust and exposes the inner decomposed rock,
f retted with honeycomb weathering. It appears that the weathering
was initiated after the detachment of blocks fro m the bed rock,
probably rnicrogelivation played an important part in its development.
The presence of an iron nodule is a pre-requisite for the development of the weathering circles. The iron-deficient zone peripheral to
the iron nodule is etched out by chemical weathe ring and microgelivation to f orm circles. Their forma tion was contemporaneous with the
La st Glaciation. As the active evolution of f ree f aces stopped by the
end of the Upper Dryas, circles on any f ree f ace cannot be older. than
about 1O,0CO yecrs. .Some of the weathering circl~s on blocks were
produced on thefree faces; others have been f ormed s ubsequent to the

detachment of :he blocks f rom the free fa ces.
I

..

I NTROD UCTION
Thro ughout the Burbage area (800-1400 ft. O.D.) in the southern
Pennines, bedrock exposures, tors. and blocks show a variety of
weathering forms, some of which viz., weathering pits, honeycomb
weathering and weathering circles have been studied in detail. These
features are developed o n the Rivelin Grit zone of the Millstone Grit
series, which consist of grit, sandstone and shales belonging to the
Carboniferous period. The Grit contains pebbles of various sizes
and of different rocks and minerals. It is massive bedded and shows
a rectangular pattern of joints ; for the most part gently dipping it
forms mesas and cuestas,
WEATHER ING PITS

General.

•

Weathering pits are defined as pits or hollows, (.eveloped on a
level sur face, rega rdless of their depth of develop rn. nt. Like free
faces and tors the weathering pits have been expl ..incd in many
different ways. Because of their chance occurrence near to the
prehistoric sites they were con sidered by some of the early workers
as having been formed by tools, (Rooke, 1785; de la Beche, 1839;
Drake, 1859). There were others who favoure d the idea of wind
abrasion, (Ram say, 1872 ; Ward , 1872 ; Gr een, 1887). In 1853
when Phillip put forward his ma rine theory for the forma tion of
edges and tors many of the rock basins were explained in terms cf
sea action (Tut e, (868) . Outside the Pennines these features have
been studied on Dartrnoor by Ormerod (1859) a nd Gdkie (1882)
who favour the elements of wind, rain, freeze/thaw, leaching and
slo pping water"fo r their development. In the present centur y these
forms have been studied by Radl ey (1958) in the Burbage area. He
dis tinguishes two types of pits : (I) those due to lichen growth in
crevices which are 'subsequently enlarged by wind and water attrition and thermal variation and (2) those form ed due to the pre sence
of a n iron or clay nodule which is chemically reworked by carbonic
acid and later modified by water.
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Plate 1. Grid used for mapping weathering pits,

Plate 2. The development of a crack in a weathering
pit due to frost action.
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Weathering pits and similar feature have been described from :

different parts of the world. Bryan (1926) described the origin of '
desert niches to the loosening of grains of rock through the so lution

of cement by circulating water ; Blackwelder (1929) emph asised the
significance of dampne ss in the development of cavities that ate

sheltered and cannot be reached by rain. Smith (1941) regards
alternate wetting and drying of rock as the main factor in the development of cavities in gra nites of the South Piedmont. Dernik
(1964) regards the pits in Bohemia as being due 10 the " agr essive
influence of water and th e formation of sail crystals" . Dahl (1966)
favours microgelivation and chemical weathering as imp ortant in the
development of pits in the N arvick Mts. Cavernou s weathering bas
also been reported from Antarctica by Calk in and Cailleu x (1 962),
and Mercer (1963). This has generally been attributed to frost
action, insolat ion , dehydration and chemical action.

Size and Form.

Weathering pits vary in size from a few inches to 12 feet across.
depending on their stage of development. Usually they are circular,
very broad nt the top and narrowing down-wards. They might
occur singularly or in a group ; in the later case they join together

and as a result complex forms are produced. A well-developed
pit exhibits, a con vex lip, an inner wall and a floor . The floor

-

of the pit is separa ted from the surface of bedrock or boulder by a
convex lip. This is gentle in the initial stages bUI as the floor of the ~"t
is lowered it becomes steeper. Where a relatively less resistant layer
occurs in the floor, weathering is accelerated and a steep wall cotresponding to the thickne ss of the weaker band is pro duced, which .
encroaches on the convex slope. - In .the advanced stages the lip.js
eliminated and the steep wall may directly join the surface of the
bedrock or block. The lip is usually breached on one side by a
mouth through which the pit drains. The wall between the lip and
the floor is frequently covered with algae and/or lichen. Where soft
'allds occur they are etched out and weathering takes place. The
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wall may sho w micro-relief, such as large quartz pebbles.or sha llow
cavities left after their removal. Some pits also show cracks
the bedd ing pla nes. .'

across

The wall ma kes a concave break of slcpe with the fleer which is
very sma ll in the initial stages of pit form at ion 'h it which widens
paripassu with the enl arg-ement of th e pit. There is usua lly a shallow
hall ow, (l to 2 in. wide) in the fleer where water stays . This cc nstitu tes the site Cor much active weathcring, The flc or is also char acterized by -micro-relief such as rid ges, steps, and depressions formed
by the removal of quart z pebbles or tbe spalling of scales. Like the
wall the floor may also exhibit cracks.
H ydr ological Co nditions.

A weath ering pit may be filled with water up to the level of its
mouth (PI. 3). Duri ng lon g spells of evaportion in dr y wealher,
many pits dry out but th e largest a re seldom dry. Pits that contai n
-sediments may hold much soil moisture long after rain water is
evaporated. In the adva nced stage of developm ent when the mout h
is a t the level cf the floor or the pit has developed crack s, it no longer
reta ins water but remains permanently dry. During cold spells,
fro m December t o January the water in a pit" may be completely
frozen.

Deposits.
Weathering pit s contain deposits of various type s. In most
cases they consist of coarse sand. pebbles and scales detached from
~e , various pa rts of the ba sin. ·Incorporated in these sediments is
wind-blown material e.g, fine sand, silt a nd fine-weathered pea t.
The later gives the deposit a very dark colour. i n dry weather the
finf s arc easily blown {rom the shallow pits b)' t he wind, wh ich leaves
behind only the coarse fragments. The lip and that part of the pit
ab ove t he normal wat er level a re "covered with "a'igae a nd , in' so me
instanc es fichen . ' 'Permanently' dry ·basins are ' co mpletely colonised
by these organic growths. Where the b asins 'are filled completely
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with sandy material they may be overgrown by clumps of calluna
"a nd deschampsia .

Distribution.
Weatherin g pits occur 0J.1 the surfaces of the coarse grit that are
usually devoid of soil and vegetatio n. They may c ccur on tors and
detached blocks. W ith a few exceptions, weathering pits are found
on the upper surfaces of all the to r tops. Some of the largest and
deepest pits are found on them. On to r tops it is not uncommon
to find several basins , some of which have coalesced to . form a~
integrated drainage system . . On the b1ccks they are found" in two
different positions, (a) on the top , whether the surface is developed
parallel or a COTSS the .bedding the se .are normally currently
developing forms, and (b) on the side, which are relict features that
developed originally on a level surface, u sually a bedd ing plane.
Origin•.
Weathering pits develop on the level surface of a horizontallybedded or cross-bedded t or top or block of grit. As already noted,
the Rivelin Grit contains large quartz pebbles, sometimes 2 inches
across, that are cemented together by silica an d clay minerals. When
the cementing material is dissolved or weathered, the qua rtz pebbles
are loosened and may be removed by rain or wind. A small, shallow
cavity is thus created which is filled with water. A number of physical and chemical processes are involved in the subsequent enlargement of thi s initial cavity, e.g., tho se associated with wetting and
drying, freezing and thawing and organic growth and decay.

In the initial stage the cavity is a smooth convex-concave depression with a shallow floor. Development appears to be very slow on
resistant ba nds of rock but to be accelerated where less resistant
band is .encou n~ered . The enlargement of the pit along such a band
p1ay create an overhang. Where overflow occurs a mouth is created.
Where several pits occur close together, the gradual removal of the
intervening surface by the retreat of their walls and overflow of water

a
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from o ne basin to the next, results in the creation of an integrated
drainage system. The height of the mouth, in relation to the floor,
is an important factor in the development of a basin that is situated

along the edges of the tor tops. The lowering of its mouth often
keeps place with the enlargement of a basin. \Vhere the floor encounters a more resistant band, deepening is arrested and the mouth
is lowered to the level of floor. In such a case the basin cannot hold
water, and its active evolution is stopped; but its floor is gradually
weathered so that a funnel-shaped form is produced, which is progres sively enlarged by running water during rain. It is thus, evident

that th ese funnel-shaped forms mark the last stage of development of
basins, along the edges of tor tops . They are not "half basins'.'
produced by the splitting by frost action of tor tops or detached
blocks as proposed by Radley (1958).
Dating of Weathering Pits.
Linton (1964) believes that the weathering pits have been formed
in the Post-glacial. This view is also shared by Palmer & Radley
(1961). During the course of this survey two different types of pit
have been recognized : (l) weathering pits that are developed on the

level surface of the block and (2) tho se which are developed on the
sides of the blocks. It is also to be noted that some pits exhibit
cracks. This evidence suggests that basin formation was interrupted by a cold phase during which some of the blocks were over..
turned while others were split. It is thus evident that not all pits
were formed in the Post-glacial ; some, at least, pre-date a cold phase.
Cunningham (1966) believes that since weathering pits are currently being formed in hot, wet climates, those in the Burbage area may be
the survivals of the Tertiary weathering. It should be noted, however, that cavernou s weathering has been reported from cold climates,
where microgelivation is con sidered to be the dominant process,
(Calkin & CailIeux, 1962; Mercer, 1963; Nicholas, 1953; Dahl ;
1966). Thus basins are not characteristic of hot, wet climates only;
nor can they be used as paleo-climatic indicators. Cunningham
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.further suggests that thel Post-glacial is too short for the development of these forms. As evidence he refers to the tops of the tor
plinths that are devoid of any pits. .He suggests that tors from these
plinths were displaced by the moving ice and the plinth su rfaces so
exposed have remained unw eathered throughout the Post..glacial.
It has been noted above that some pits on the detached block.
are developed across the bedding planes . This would suggest a
period of basin formation subsequent to the displacement o f blocks
from tors and it is not unlikely that some of these pits developed
during the Post-glacial. That such weathering can take place is
evident form the extent to which the millstones have been modified
during the last 200 to 300 years.

The development of the existing weathering pits was probably
initiated under climatic conditions similar to those which prevail in
the Burbage area at present. It is likely that they were initiated
during the Last Interglacial. It seems tbat the tors on which pit.
developed were formed in the penultimate cold phase. Pit formation
appears to have been interrupted by the onset of cold conditions
in the Last Glacial, when some tor tops were displaced by frost
action, and the basins developed on them ceased to evolve. This is
evident from the presence of pits on the sides of detached blocks.
In other basins large cracks were produced by freeze/thaw action.
Those that survived this cold phase were considerably enlarged, p~rti
cularly those situated in the centre of the t or tops. Those near the

edge of the tor tops were also enlarged but ended up as long funnels.
Basin formation appears to have been resumed on tor tops and blocks
In the Post-glacial. It has been noted, that during the Post-glacial
much of the Burbage area carried a vegetation cover and many
of the low free faces and tor plinths were buried under soil and were
not available for basin development/Said. ,969). It has been only
after deforestation and : burning of the moor in the Sub-atlantic
that many of these feature have been exposed to the processes of
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weathering for short intervals.

This probably explains the absence

·of weathering pits from many of the low tors and blocks.
HONEYCOMB WEATHERING
General Features.
Burbage Edge block field shows some very good examples
·of honeycomb weathering. These have been mapped in detail
.and some suggestions are made with regard to their development.
Honeycomb weathering occurs on the grit block all over the
area but it is particularly well-developed on the Burbage Edge
block field. It is also found occasionally on the bedrock in the
free , face along the Burbage Edge and on the tor plinths on Carl
Wark.d.ike weathering pit,it is restricted to the coarse grit lithologie s,
butu nlike them it is formed only o n a sloping rock surface. On the
bl~cks it is developed both on and across the b edding. In the
Burbage block field which slopes south-east it is strongly developed
on the southwestern (210-270") sides of the ·blocks and weakly
developed on their northeast - facing sides (30-90°). In places it
also occurs inside some of the wide joints in the free face s in which
position it shows no marked relationship to aspect.
In the intiaI stage .th e cells are 1 to 2 inches across. shallow
{0.5 in). circular hollows with narrow, deeper cavi ties inside. They
have an asymmetrical cross-profile. Generally they are circular in
plan, but when they occur close together. they may coalesce to produce
very complex forms. Their form also depend s to a very large extent
on whether they are developed on or across the bedding planes. In
the former case, beds of varying resistance .may be enco untered by

the weathering agents (Fig.
Pl. 5). Thus the hollows are rapidly
enlarged and extended laterally along soft bands, and diversified by
ridges and overhangs, where resistant bands . occur. On .surfaces
which are transverse -to the bedding, the ho neycomb - weatheri ng

patt ern is superimposed on the pattern produced by the deeply-etched
bedding planes (PI. 6). They are often covered with algae and in
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somecases with lichen., As they are generally shallow and occur o n
the steeper sides of bl~cks a.od ·tors, they do not hold any water
'~ ediment . "
It is aiso significant i19te that the rock within and around
the cavity· w~athered and friable;
. , . .. .
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It has b~en noted above that gri.t contains quartz pebbles ranging
in size from i .to 2inches. The weakening of the cell,ehtin!{m~teiiai
"

very often results in the detachment of those quartz pebbles , leaving

cavities of different ·sizes. - It is.likely that some of the small cells
may have been produced in this manner. It is a, relatively rapid
'fr~e
process, as such. cavities are frequently found on " th~'

faces.

qu;rried.

But the simple reirio~a( of thi

pebbles does not·satisfactorily
acco~ni for
hi~ly de~eloped we·athering patter;' or the deco;'"
posed rock :witN~. an.q'.~·;6t1nd 'eac~ ~~1I ; : .. " ; . "_.. ~ '.. . .;... .
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Examination of the free' face "reveals the ' presence on joint-

bounded surfaces of a thin crust formed by the deposition of iron,
probably from sotunons d rawn up fro;'; inside the rock by ·capillary
action. Immediately underlying ..the . surface . crust is relatively
friable rock. deficient in iron. The iron-rich hard skin acts as a
protecting cover. . It may be bro ken up when a quartz pebble is
removedand the cavity so-formed penet rates the hard layerand mak es
the underlying loose re ck accessible to weathering by atm ospheric
agencies. As the weathering of the loose rock proceeds, the ironrich crust is undermined and collapses . This process is accelerated
as more pebb les are removed. U ltimately the entire crust is removed
and the inner.decomp osed rock itexpc:>sed , fretted with a honeycomb .

weathering pattern. The removal of quartz pebbles and weathering
of the surrounding rock may be carried o n, "long after the removal
of the iron-rich crust.

It appears that the hon eycomb weatheri ng might have .been
initiated at any time after the detachment of block s from the
bedrock. But it is conceivable that some pattern might have
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developed while the blocks were still part of the joint-bounded
bedrock. As most of these blocks have been detached by frost
action, it is poss ible that microgelivatio n played an important part
in the development of the-ir surficial honeycomb ·patterns.
processes of weathering ap pear' to have been accelerated during the
Post-glacial, when much of the fine material was removed and the
blocks exposed. This probably explains the strong development of
the honeycomb weathering patterns on the southwest-facing sides
of the blocks.

The

WEATHERING CIRCLES
General Features.

In the free face along the Burbage Edge (SK /266825) and in the
spreads of the grit blocks in front of it, there are found weathering
forms which for want of any suitable terms are referred to, as
weathering circles. Like the honeycomb weathering they have not
been previously recorded or examined.
Weathering circles are generally circular, but complex patterns
may arise where two or more of them intersect.
In the
initial stage the circle may be outlined by no more than a faint
groove, but in more adva nced stages a circular channel is developed,
V-shaped in cross section and from 2 to 5 inches wide at the top.
Depending on the stage of develop ment, the chan nel may be shallow
(0.5 in.) or as deep as 8 inches. Circles vary in diameter from 4 inches
to 1.5 feet, but 8 inches is the average. The junction between the
etched circle and the rock surface is very sharp. In the advanced
stage it is marked by an almost vertical wa'I and in many cases an
overhang. The centre o f a circle is defined by a flat surface marked
only by the weathering pattern of bedding planes; in the advanced
stage it may stand out as a knob 4 to 5 inches above the rock surface.
In the Burbage area circular weathering is confined to one
locality, where coarse, ma~ive grit is exposed. Circles are developed
across and on the bedding surfaces in both bedrock and blocks. On

Plate 7. Weathering circles developed on the bedd ing
plones of a grit block.

Plate 8. Weathering circles developed across the bedding
on a grit block.
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the blocks they are found on all sides and bear no relationship to ,
aspect . They are often defined by a light green circle of mosses and
algae occupying the base of the etched circle, . The mosses are best
developed in the moister downslope part of the circle. Circles may
also be overgrown by lichen . Some of the very large circles on the
detached blocks are filled with wind-blown peat and sand, which
carry stumps of calluna and deschampsia.
Orlgi. Bod Ale.
The following observations would seem to be particularly relevant to any considerations of the genesis of the circles.

(0 Their development is controlled by a narrow circular zone.
relatively less resistant than the rock inside and outside
the circle.

(ii) As the inner part of the circle stands higher than the
••
surrounding rock, it would appear that it is more resistant
than the surrounding rock.
(iii) Where fresh blocks have been detached from the free face,

it is apparent th at the inner part of the circle is a ball of
relatively hard and resistant rock. rich in iron (iron nodule).
surro unded by a less resistant zone from which iron has
migrated inwards . As these iron nodules cut across joints

and bedding planes it is most probably that they are diagenic features.
The presence of an iron nodule is a pre-requisite for the de..
velopment of a weathering circle. The weathering of a free face
may expo se iron nodu le-bearing beds to atmospheric weathering.
The iron deficient zone, peripheral to the iron nodule, is etched ou t
by chemical weathering and microgelivation. Initially isolated
.eavlties are developed along the weaker zone, As they are
enlarged they are joined together and a continuous circle is formed.

They are colonised by algae, mosses and lichen which appear to play

·
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an active part in their .sub,s~qu~nt ;d ~velop~e~~.. The "etc:hed, eir~le
so formed is deepened from all sides, ultimately resultingInjhe
complete detachment of the ir0I?- nodule. . .On the 'free fac~s and.
steeper sides of the blocks, the iron nodule may be released leaving
behind a depression. On t he relatively level surface of the blocks
the nodule may be present.in side.the hollow, though detached completely from the rock. Where the circles are close together, the
weathering of the intervening walls may produce a comp lex..form;
co ntaining several k~obs . . ,

'the

A s the weathering elrcles are developed'6n
bedrock, 'on the
free faces and on the grit blocks, their development must post-date

the initiatio n of free faces and the detachment of blocks from them.
It has been suggested that the free faces in the Burbage area were

produced during the Penultimate and Last Glacial phases (Said,
1969). Since mostof'the blocks ' ",ith 'weathering Circles are only
1000 feet fromthe free face; it is likely that most ;of them were produced by frost actio n in the Last"Glacial; " The 'initiation of the
circles would thus be . co nte mpo ra ~eo u s with the ~asLG la ci al. . It is
probable that the distribut ion of these weathering forms is co nfined
to a small patch of bedrock rich in iron .nodules .which was first
exposed in the Last Glacial phase.
Because perigalcial cOnditi~ns and the active evolution of free

f!i~es ceased by lhe end of Upper Dryas, it wotiid appear that the

we athering circles on any free f~ce cannot be older than 10,000 years.
Nevertheless the limited development of these features o n free faces
relative to that of weathering pits and honeycomb weathering suggest
__that the production of weath ering circles is an extremely slow process.
It is likely that some of these forms on the blocks, particularly those
acros s the bedding planes, may have been produced originally on the
free faces; but they might have been enlarged after their detchment

in the Late-glacial and Post-glacial. It is also clear that during these
times new circles were developed on the blocks.
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